Universal Access : Simplifying Written Content
Presentation abstract
Access to holidays and leisure is a universal right. One of the principles of the World Committee on
Tourism Ethics concerns "the facilitation and non-discrimination in tourist travel", particularly of the
most vulnerable populations such as persons with disabilities. This measure was adopted in October
2009 by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO). It is recalled that the compliance of establishments
open to the public, the training of reception staff and the communication on facilities and services, are
part of sustainable tourism strategies.
While significant efforts have been made on physical access or the reception of people with special
needs, the simplification of written information still remains inaccessible.
However, since 2009, strategies and recommendations have been suggested internationally to allow
everyone access to written content, whether on paper or digital. An appropriate information – like the
Easy Reading method - enables people with reading, concentration or memorization difficulties to be
like any other user; it promotes autonomy, social inclusion and the participation of each person in
society. As our society likes complexity and the use of scholar words, it is important to re-think
information in order to consider all users; it is particularly true when one knows that a quarter to a
third of the population has or may encounter difficulties with inappropriate text or signage. In any
case, simplifying information does not mean treating people like children or dumbing down the
language but providing comfort. It is important to give an attractive and generous image of its
institution and offer a pleasant experience to everyone.
During this presentation, we will present some concrete examples of tourist cities (Balaruc-les-Bains)
and cultural sites (Familistère de Guise, Museum of Montmartre ...) in France that are committed
implementing a communication policy adapted to most of people. In a society where virtual borders
allow discoveries, build bridges, enrich each other, it is inconceivable to prevent this journey from
becoming a reality for some people because of some limitations. As the French songwriter Gustave
Nadaud said: "To stay means to exist, to travel means to live".
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